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Colorful
& Classic

WHEN DECORATING HER FAMILY’S NEW, SMALLER HOME,
DESIGNER KELLY KOLE USED BOLD HUES AND PATTERN APLENTY
TO ENSURE THE DELIVERY OF BIG STYLE TO THE TIGHTER SPACES.
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Previous pages and this page: While Kole’s favorite
color pink pops up in the living room, she believes that
big investment pieces, such as the twin sofas, leather
ottoman, and area rug, should be in neutral shades.

W

hen designers turn their
talents to their own houses,
the result is usually highly
personal spaces that incorporate signature favorites
throughout. The home of
Kelly Kole, a partner in the Atlanta firm Kandrac
& Kole Designs, is no exception. Her new downsized rooms in Woodstock, Georgia, are full of
lively color, patterned wallpapers, artful accents,
and a generous dose of happy. “I purged and
purged—and then purged some more,” she
explains. “I only wanted to bring pieces into the
new home that I absolutely loved—nothing else!”
Because the house has a completely open floor
plan with no separate dining room or den, everything had to work well together, says Kole. As a
result, many new items were in order. “I decided to
put the majority of my antique pieces and family
heirlooms in the master bedroom and guest bedroom, as these are separate from the main living
areas,” she says. “I wanted the family spaces to
be a bit more contemporary, and many choices
involved not only making sure that the rooms
communicated with each other from a decorating
standpoint, but also that people could communicate
easily with each other in those spaces.” With that in
mind, the designer included swivel chairs in the
family room that can turn to face the kitchen and
dining alcove, as well as plenty of room at the island
for people to sit and engage with those cooking.
One of Kole’s jumping-off points for the décor
was the first piece of original art she ever owned,
a gift from her husband for Mother’s Day. “It’s a
painting by Kim Schuessler of three girls dancing.
I absolutely love it. It will end up in the nursing
home with me,” she says with a laugh. “My other
starting point was the Duralee pinwheel fabric I
used for pillows in the family room.” A magenta
pink pulled from that lively print shows up in
velvet pillows and a bold stripe for two club chairs,
as well as in the back of the bookcases. The
color doesn’t overwhelm or feel too feminine, as
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Above: The table in the dining
nook has a warm patina that
brings a sense of age to the
new home. Sunbrella fabrics
cover the dining room chairs
for protection from fading.
Left: “I had this cheerful
wallpaper in my old house
and loved it,” says Kole.
"I think small spaces are
places to be brave." Right:
For the kitchen backsplash,
Kole chose a unique style
of circles in three materials—
white marble, travertine, and
black granite.
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“I WAS NOT AFRAID TO
TAKE RISKS IN THIS HOUSE
AND HAD A LOT OF FUN
DECORATING IT, BUT IT’S
STILL SOPHISTICATED WITH
MANY CLASSIC ELEMENTS
IN THE MIX.”
– KELLY KOLE
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neutral upholstery and carpet and lots of
white and gray accents temper it. “While I
did use pink—my favorite color—the home is
still essentially very sophisticated,” notes Kole.
When choosing colors for the open floor plan,
the designer linked the rooms together with
complementary shades. “It has to flow, and I
even considered the outdoor courtyard, which
you can see from the living and dining areas.”
Design choices also focused on practical considerations, such as how the family lives. For example,
Kole opted for sofas with single cushions for added
comfort since her husband and daughters like to
stretch out. And the light fixture over the dining
table is a horizontal style, so it doesn’t block
sight lines from the kitchen out to the courtyard.
According to Kole, decorating this smaller home
proved to be a lot of fun—and it certainly shows in
every pretty and happy space.

Opposite page, top and
bottom left: This daughter’s
bedroom speaks to the winning
combination of blue and white.
“For bedding, I never find what
I like from one source. Instead,
I usually put together my own
look from several,” says Kole.
Opposite page, bottom right:
For the master bathroom, the
designer wanted a simple,
fresh look with a textural pairing
of shiny and matte tiles in
white and gray to keep the
space from feeling too sterile.
This page, above: Another
daughter’s bedroom combines
spirited elements like the tie-dye
art and fluffy stool with a classic
tufted bed and white linens.
Left: The daughters’ shared
bathroom shows off a stylish
botanical-print wallpaper.
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